In this study, a novel procedure is presented for control and analysis of a group of autonomous agents with point mass dynamics achieving flocking motion by using a fuzzy-logic-based attractive/repulsive function. Two cooperative control laws are proposed for a group of autonomous agents to achieve flocking formations related to two different centers (mass center and geometric center) of the flock. The first one is designed for flocking motion guided at mass center and the other for geometric center. A virtual agent is introduced to represent a group objective for tracking purposes. Smooth graph Laplacian is introduced to overcome the difficulties in theoretical analysis. A new fuzzy-logic-based attractive/repulsive function is proposed for separation and cohesion control among agents. The theoretical results are presented to indicate the stability (separation, collision avoidance and velocity matching) of the control systems. Finally, simulation example is demonstrated to validate the theoretical results.
Introduction
A special behavior of large number of interacting dynamic agents called "flocking" has attracted many researchers from diverse fields of scientific and engineering disciplines. Examples of this behavior in the nature include flocks of birds, schools of fish, herds of animals, and colonies of bacteria.
In 1986, Reynolds introduced three heuristic rules that leads to the creation of the first computer animation model of flocking [1] . It should be noticed that these rules are also known as cohesion, separation, and alignment rules respectively in the literature. Similar problems have become a major thrust in systems and control theory, in the context of cooperative control, distributed control of multiple vehicles and formation control. A research field which is tightly related to the theme of this paper is that of consensus seeking of autonomous multi-agent. In this case, multi-agent achieve consensus if their associated state variables converge to a common value [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the meantime, an important progression has been achieved on synchronous and/or asynchronous swarm stability analysis [6] [7] [8] . Pioneering works [9] [10] [11] on flocking motion of particle systems have properly explained the heuristic rules embedded in Reynolds model. One of the important works in [9] [10] [11] is the design of attractive/repulsive potential function. In [12] , Gu and Hu proposed a flocking control algorithm for fixed and switching network of multi-agent respectively, in which the attractive/repulsive potential was designed using fuzzy logic. Stability is analyzed using the classical Lyapunov theory in fixed network and non-smooth analysis in dynamical network, respectively.
In this study, the flocking behaviors of multi-agent systems with point mass dynamics and dynamical network topology are investigated. The major difference or contribution compared with previous works, for example [9] [10] [11] [12] , can be outlined as follows. First of all, the new results are based on more general particle model and the flocking motion is centered at different centers, e.g., mass center and geometric center. Secondly, two new cooperative control laws are proposed such that desired collective behaviors (separation, collision avoidance and velocity matching) can be achieved. Finally, smooth graph Laplacian and smooth attractive/repulsive potential based on fuzzy logic are proposed to overcome the difficulties in theoretical analysis and for separation and cohesion control between agents, respectively. In contrast to [12] , owing to the design of smooth attractive/repulsive potential based on fuzzy logic and application of smooth graph Laplacian, stability analysis both in fixed and dynamical networks can easily conducted using classical Lyapunov theory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problems are formulated based on algebraic graph theory, preliminaries about smooth collective potential function and fuzzy control function are provided. In Section 3, two flocking control laws based on fuzzy logic are proposed. Stability analysis is given in Section 4. Simulation results are provided in Section 5. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
Problem Formulation and Preliminaries

System Dynamics
Consider a group of N agents (or particles) moving in an n -dimensional Euclidean space, each has point mass dynamics described by The theoretical framework presented in this paper for creation of flocking behavior relies on a number of fundamental concepts in algebraic graph theory [13] 
In fixed network topology, agent i can range or communication with a fixed set of neighbors. Therefore, the set i N is time invariant. However, in dynamical or switching network topology, the set of neighbors of agent i is time-varying due to limited communication.
Smooth Collective Potential Function
Smooth collective potential function is originally proposed in [11] . The following is a brief introduction about it. For more detailed information, the reader is referred to [11] .
In order to construct smooth collective potential function, a map 0 · :
Smooth adjacency matrix elements are constructed by using a scalar function () h z ρ that smoothly varies between 0 and 1 . One possible choice is as follows:
. Using this function, a position-dependent adjacency matrix () x A can be defined
and position-dependent Laplacian matrix as
The set of neighbors of agent i is defined by
By the definition of z σ ‖‖ , the control objective (1) can be expressed as following algebraic constraint:
where dd σσ =‖ ‖ . Given a interaction range 0 r > , a neighboring graph () x G can be specified by V and the set of
A smooth collective potential function has the form:
where () z ψ is a smooth pairwise attractive/repulsive potential with a finite cut-off at zr σ = and a global minimum at zd σ = . In order to construct a smooth po-
and define this function as:
where () z ϕ is some function to be designed. Obviously,
In the next section, the function () z φ is implemented using fuzzy logic.
Preliminaries of Fuzzy Control Function
To the best of our knowledge, for flocking control, [12] is the first paper in which attractive/repulsive function is designed using fuzzy logic. In this section, we provide a brief introduction about fuzzy control function [12] .
A set of fuzzy logic rules performs a mapping from an input 
Flocking Motion Guided at Mass Center and/or Geometric Center
In this section, two cooperative control algorithms are developed for flocking guided at mass center and geometric center respectively. In flocking motion, each agent applies a control input that consists of four terms: u is a velocity consensus/alignment term, i u γ is a navigation term due to a group objective and ii kv is the velocity damping term. Similar to [9] [10] [11] , the velocity consensus/alignment term 
The pair (,) nn rr xv ∈× ¡¡ is the desired state vector of the group center (mass center or geometric center). The desired state of the group center can be described by (,) 
Flocking Control guided at Group Centers
Analysis of Stability
In this section, we present our main results for flocking in multi-agent networks with dynamical topology, and conduct stability analysis based on classical Lyapunov theory and LaSalle's invariance principle. In [12] , owing to the discontinuity of collective potential function in the case of dynamical topology, stability analysis is done using classical Lyapunov theory in fixed networks and nonsmooth analysis theory, which is difficult to understand for engineers in real applications, in dynamical networks, respectively. In our paper, due to the design of smooth collective potential function, in both cases of fixed network and dynamical network, stability analysis can be conducted based on classical Lyapunov theory and LaSalle's invariance principle. For the collective motion relative to mass center mc x , define energy function
where, Applying control law (19) to system (1), following theorem is held to explain the emergence of flocking behaviors of agents guided at center of mass mc x . Theorem 1 Consider a group of agents applying control law (19) with proper selected parameters 12 ,0 kk> satisfying (18) to system (1) . Assume that the initial value ((0),(0)) Vxv is finite. Then, the following statements hold.
(i) The solution of system (1) Secondly, the derivative of the energy function (,) Vxv is seminegative definite. VxVx + is not possible satisfying the algebraic constraint (5). In [11] , the authors pose two conjectures that establish the close relationship between geometric and graph theoretic properties of any local minima of 12 
Obviously, it is very close to the conformation satisfying algebraic constraint (5) .
When control laws (21) applied to system (1), similar theorem is established to explain the emergence of flocking behavior of agents guided at geometric center.
For the collective motion relative to geometric center gc x , define energy function We have following theorem. Theorem 2 Consider a group of agents applying control law (21) with proper selected parameters 12 ,0 kk> satisfying (18) to system (1) . Assume that the initial value ((0),(0)) Uxv is finite. Then, the following statements hold.
1) The solution of system (1) 
3) No collision between agents occurs during the flocking.
Proof: The proof of this theorem is similar to that of theorem 1.
Simulation
In this section, mass center guided flocking motion is simulated in 2-dimentional space. The following parameters were fixed throughout the simulation: 2 Simulation is calculated within 20 seconds time by using Matlab Simulink. In addition, the position of each agent is marked with a right triangle sign. T r vttt =− was used for this example. For highly disconnected neighboring graph () x G in initial state, Figure 5 shows the connected neighboring graph () x G corresponding to the final configuration. Figure 6 shows velocity matching is achieved along x-axis and y-axis respectively. Figure 7 shows the trajectories of all agents within 20(sec) simulation time and the cohesive behaviors. The simulation demonstration with control law (21) was similar to that conducted by control laws (19), and therefore is not necessarily repeated here.
Conclusions
This paper establishes a theoretical framework for design and analysis of flocking control algorithms using a fuzzy-logic-based attractive/repulsive potential function for multiple agent networks with dynamical topology. Two cooperative control laws have been proposed for a group of autonomous agents to achieve flocking motion relative to different centers (mass center and geometric center). A virtual agent is introduced to represent a group objective for tracking purposes. Smooth Laplacian and smooth fuzzy-logic-based attractive/repulsive potential are proposed to overcome the difficulties in stability analysis. Simulation results validated the theoretical results.
